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The anomalies of the second-, third-, and fourth-order elastic constants have been derived for
barium titanate and related compounds for the phase transition from cubic to tetragonal and
from the tetragonal to the orthorhombic phases.The equilibrium valuesof the three components
of the order parameter and the strain variables in the two phaseshave been obtained from the
stability conditions. The fluctuations in the order parameter in the two phaseshave beenderived
from the Landau-Khalatnikov equations. Expressionshave been given for the shift in the zero
point energyin the tetragonal and orthorhombic phases,and theseare shown to be proportional
to (T- TJ2. The anomaliesfor all the second-orderelastic constantshavebeenderived for both
phases,and relations among them have been reported. It is shown that the elastic anomalies
suffer a discontinuity at the transition temperature for both the phases.Our expressionsgive the
temperature variation of the third-order elastic and fourth-order elastic constants for the phase
transition from the tetragonal to the orthorhombic phase.

I. INTRODUCTION

ical exponent ,u=0.41, where T, is the paraelectric/Curie
temperature (lower stability limit).
There are other ferroelectrics’4 like KNbOs (T,
=435 “C), KTa03 (T,= -260 “C), and PbTiOs (T,
=490 “C), which are chemically similar to BaTi03 and
whose dielectric and structural properties are almost identical. The theory given in this paper will apply equally well
to these ferroelectrics.
In this paper, we study systematically the anomaliesof
the second-,third-, and fourth-order elastic constants arising from the phasetransitions from the cubic to the tetragonal phase, and from the tetragonal to the orthorhombic
phase,respectively. In order to limit the length of the paper, we reserve the results of the phase transition to the
rhombohedral phase to a subsequentpaper. The equilibrium values of the componentsof the order parameter and
the strain variablesin the two phasesare obtained from the
stability conditions while the fluctuations in the order parameter in the two phasesare derived from the LandauKhalatnikov equations. In Sec. IV, we give an expression
for all the second-orderelastic (SOE) anomaliesin a single
formula for the tetragonal phase. Relations among the
anomalies of the SOE constants have been derived. It is
shown that the SOE constants are temperature dependent,
showing a discontinuity at the transition temperature. In
Sets. IV C and IV D we give expressionsfor the anomalies
in the third-order and fourth-order elastic constantsas well
as the relations among them. In Sec.V we give expressions
for the anomalies of the second-, third-, and fourth-order
elastic constants in the orthorhombic phase and discuss
their temperature variations.

Barium titanate is a classical example of a substance
undergoing a tlrst-order phase transition. The optical, dielectric, piezoelectric, elastic, and other properties of
BaTiOs and similar ferroelectric compounds have beenreviewed in several articles and monographs.‘-I4 BaTiO, is
paraelectric and has a cubic pm%z(O$ perovskite structure above the Curie temperature of 120“C. At the Curie
point, the crystal becomespolar and its structure changes
from cubic to tetragonal. The resulting space group is
p4mm (Ci,), a subgroup of pmTm. Below the Curie point,
the vector of spontaneouspolarization is directed along the
(001) direction. On lowering the temperature, the dipole
moment increasesand the crystal becomescorrespondingly
more tetragonal, with an increase in the lattice constant
along the polar direction (tetragonal c axis) and a decrease
in a direction (a axis) perpendicular to it.
BaTiO, undergoestwo other displacive phase transitions on cooling. Below 5 “C the spontaneouspolarization
points in the (011) direction. The point group symmetry is
mm2 (C,), and the crystal system is orthorhombic. This
group is not a subgroup of the tetragonal phase above
(P4.mm) but is a subgroup of the parent phase above
(pm%z). Finally, on cooling further below -70 “C,
BaTiOs undergoesa further phase transition from orthorhombic to the rhombohedral R3m (G,) phase, in which
the polarization vector is directed along the (111) direction. This too is not a subgroup of the orthorhombic phase
but is a subgroup of the parent group pmsm. All three
phase transitions cannot be described by a continuous
second-order phase transition, but are first-order phase
transitions. There is no piezoelectric effect abovethe Curie
120“C point in BaTiO,.
II. EQUILIBRIUM VALUES OF THE ORDER
The temperature variations of the elastic contants and
PARAMETERS AND THE STRAIN
the consequentanomalieshavebeeninvestigatedby several
authors.*-t2 Variation of C,, and C, was measured4in the
The free energy F of the systemis a sum of the elastic
vicinity of the upper transition at T,=401 K. Cl1 was
energy, the Landau energy, and the coupling energy befound to vary as Ctr ( T) = et --A, ( T- To) -p with a crittween the components of the order parameters and the
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strain variables. The latter two have been given by Fatuzzo
and Merz14for the phase transition of barium titanate and
similar compounds. We have
F=i

This solution corresponds to the ferroelectric tetragonal phase. When (6) holds, the equilibrium values of the
strain variables and electrical polarization for the tetragonal phase are given by

~Cij~r~jS**m

x+Y

‘J

(7)

%0=7120=~&

x-2y
rl30’3

where

where
a=a’(

T-

T,),

(dF/dPi) 0= 0

for

for i= 1-6.

For the sake of convenience, these equations are given in
Appendix A. There are four different kinds of solutions,
depending on the symmetry of the crystal phase of
BaTi03 :
Case I. In the cubic phaseabove 120“C!,barium titanate is paraelectric: The simplest solutions of Eqs. (2) are
given by
P,=P,=P,=O.

(3)

The solutions of the set of nine equations in (2) lead to the
following equilibrium values for the order parameter and
strain variables:
Px=Py=Pz=O

(4)

(94

x= -c11+2c12

and

(9b)
(10)

7740=%O=r160=“~

Further, the equilibrium value of the electrical polarization
is described by
Pa= -aP,

(114

where

~=x,Y,z,

(2)
(dF/d~i)o=O

g11+%2

( 14

a’ being a constant. The coefficients b and C are constants,
more or less independent of temperature. Further, g, t, g12,
and gH are coupling constants and vi (i= l-6) are the six
components of the strain tensor. P,, P,,, and P, are the
three components of the order parameter. It can be shown
that the corrections brought about by the third-order and
fourth-order deformation energies to the equilibrium values (of the order parameter and the strain variables) are
smaller by a factor ~oCij,/Cij in comparison with the
contribution from second-order deformation energy. We
shall therefore neglect them in future calculations. The
equilibrium values of the order parameter components as
well as the strain variables can be obtained from the stability conditions: these are

2k*1+2g12)2

‘=’

4(gl*-g12)2

I b--3(C1~+2C12)-3(cl~-C12)

’

~10=~20=~30=~40’~50=~~~~~

(5)

Case 2. Barium titanate undergoes a phase transition
from a cubic to a tetragonal structure as it is cooled
through 120 “C. In the tetragonal phase, it is ferroelectric
with an electrical polarization along the c axis. It can be
seen that the set of Eqs. (2) admits another solution, in
which
P,=P,=o;

P#O.
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(6)

(lib)

It is seen from (7) and (8) that the lattice deformations
are proportional to the square of the spontaneouselectrical
polarization, in agreement with the experimental results.
Case 3. The set of nine equations (2) admits another
solution in which
Px=O;

Py= P#O.

(12)

This solution is the theoretical counterpart of the orthorhombic phase transition when the crystal BaTiO, is
cooled below 5 “C. By solving Eqs. (2) it can be seen that
the equilibrium values of the strain variables and components of the order parameter in the orthorhombic phase are
given by
qlo= (213) (x+Y)&,

and

946

(8)

EC,

%o=‘ho=

(pjt3)

(13)

(h-y),

(14)

r/40=624&4)&~

(15)

-rlSO=-60=“,

(16)

l$=&=

-Ka,

(174

where
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It is seenthat in this phase too, the lattice deformations are
proportional to the square of the spontaneous electrical
polarization.
Case 4. Equations (2) admit yet another solution in
which P,=P,=P#O.
This corresponds to the rhombohedral phase transition that takes place at -70 “C. In order
to keep the length of the paper within resonable limits, we
shall not consider this casein this paper and we relegate it
to a separate paper.
III. THE LANDAU-KHALATNIKOV

EQUATIONS

The LK equation relates the regression in the fluctuations of the order parameter towards equilibrium to the
thermodynamic restoring force. While the stability conditions give the equilibrium values of the components of the
order parameter, the LK equation gives expressionsfor the
fluctuations of the order parameter from its equilibrium
value.
The LK equations for the three components of the
order parameter can be written as
Ij,= -Pl(aF/aP,),

(1W

i)y” -r~(aF/aP,),

(18b)

P,= -r,(aF/aP,),

(18~)

+r3(a2F/aPaP,)&-r3

2 (dF/dP&h$.
I
WC)

By differentiating the free energy twice with respect to P,,
Pv, and P,, and making use of the expressions for the
equilibrium values of the parameters given by Eqs. (7)(11) we find that
(aWaP$,=

(a2F/aPZ),

=Q[l--2CP+~P(g*,+2g,*)2(Cll+2C**)-1
-~~P(glr-g12>2(~l,-~12)-*l,

(224

~a2~~a~~~=~~~--3~+~~~gll+2g12~*~~ll+2c12~-1
+~pP(gll-g*2)2(cll-c12)-11.

(22b)

In the same way, the equilibrium values of (d2F/i3PJPj),
and (a2F/aP&j>o can be evaluated. These are listed in
Appendix B. We find that the fluctuations of the order
parameter about the equilibrium values reduce to the form

where It, IX, and I?, are the kinetic coefficients.

plf=ArlT,

(23)

A. Case 2: The tetragonal

q=Arl$,

(24)

e= i=lIi a;r71,

(25)

phase

We shall first consider the solution of the LK equation
for the ferroelectric phase between 120 and 5 “C. To solve
these equations, we shall write
P,=P&~,Py=Pyo+~,

where

p,=p&-e,

and

(26d

A=--lb3dzo)/~l,

(18d)

.rli=T*+rlT-

Symmetry of the tetragonal structure requires that
r,==T*.

(19)

By expanding aF/aP, (i=x, y, z) about the equilibrium
values of the components of the order parameter and the
strain variables, and ignoring product terms of higher orders, one obtains

(20)

Further, by writing e proportional to eint we seethat the
LK equations reduce to

[i~+r,(a2F/~~,>,]~+rl(d*F/dPxdPy)~

+r,(a2F/aPJPz)fl=-I?, ci

(a2F/dP.ZWo@,

(214

a1=a2=

(26b)

--2r3k12p~w3,

a3=-2r3kllpzOw3,

(26~)

a4=a5=a6=0.

(26d)

Further,

Pl=i~+r,(a2F/ap2,),,
P3=i.n+r3(a2wa&.
B. Case 3: The orthorhombic

(27a)
(2%)
phase

For the orthorhombic phase, the equilibrium values of
the components of the order parameter and the strain variables are given by Eqs. ( 13)-( 17). The equilibrium values
of the second derivatives of the free energy with respect to
Pi and vi are listed in the Eqs. of Appendix B. From the
symmetry of the orthorhombic phase one can assume

rl#r2=r3.

(28)
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Using these in the LK equations (18), we find that the
fluctuations of the components of the order parameter
from their mean values are given by

(284
q

=

C

a.d$

s

(rit~-r2P2)g~p~(P2-~~~)-*,(Sod)

aH=az4=

WeI

ay5=ay6=a~=a~=0,

where we write

(314

(28b)

i

e=

Pz=m-r,(a2F/a~~,,

(.=I

C Iyzirl~~
i

(31b)

and

where
0,

ax5=ax6= -rlg4 pzom 9

(294
(29b)

a~l=a,l=(r~~-r2P2)2g,2P~(~-r~~)-1,

(30a)

IV. THE ELASTIC ANOMALIES
PHASE

(3Ob)

A. The free energy and zero point energy in the
tetragonal phase

ax1 = ax2 = ax3 = ax4 =

a~2=a,3=(r22~g12-r2P2g11)2P~(~-~~)-1,

a~3=a,2=(r~Pgl,-rrzPzglz)2P,(~-r~?)-',
(3Oc)

C

Cfj(qfl+$)

(qjO+$)

+i

ij

Cijk***

+;

(32)

IN THE TETRAGONAL

Substituting Bqs. (7) to ( 11) and 18(d) in the equation for the free energy, we fmd that

&+q2+

(Pfi+Fyl+$

[E4-Gy4+

(Pzo+~)41

ijk

+C[~2P$+
+g12{(7Jlo+Tj~)

+ga[

C

P=4cp2,+g‘$@j~=Ka( -4C+g&/C,).

(P$+q2)
[P$+

(P,+Pyl
(Pfi+Py]

(r/40+r/f)q(Pa+e)

+Rll[(llla+v:)Pf+
+ (Qo+r/:)

(??mfrl:)~*+

K2+

(Pzo+e)21

+(Qo+$)~(~zo+~)

+

(rl30+7lifc) (~flfW21

(r/30+7?)

(e*+ff)J

+ (%0+~3~~1-

(33)

I

In the above expressionfor free energy, the linear terms in
$ vanish in view of the stability conditions. We denote by
Fo, F2, F,, and F4 respectively, the terms of orders zero,
two, three, and four in the strain variables. The zero-order
term F. gives the shift in the zero point energy at the
transition temperature. Its derivative with respect to temperature will give the specific heat anomaly at the transition temperature. In fact,

ij

(34)

By substituting the values of p’,, qio, etc. in the above
expression and simplifying we find that
Fo=--‘P/4=-(a’“/4)P(T-TJ’.

ACy=(tlF~cYT)v=(a’2P/2)(Tc-T).
B. Anomalies
constants

in the second-order

(36)
elastic (SOE)

By collecting all the terms which are quadratic in
strain variables, we can write the expressionfor the secondorder deformation energy as

Fo=f C Cij7f~T)jo+~ pZ,+~&+gll?l3OEO
+g12p2,(7710+r120).

( T - T,)2 near the phase transition; consequently the
change in specific heat proportional to ( T,-- T) is given by
the formula

(35)

The change in the zero point energy is proportional to

Fz=f

C Gj’$h,* 9
‘J

(37)

where C$ represent the modified SOE constants. Let us
write

C$=Cij+AC$,
AC$then gives the anomalies in

(38)

SOE constants arising

from the phase transition. Now
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F2=fc C,$$+W
ij

c*jTlr7)1*+;{f$2+q2+pT23+;

=::

c95e23+c&(e2+q2)

+~11(?7*~2+r12~2+773~2+2P~CllT~)

+G7,0(p;F2fpT2) cT%J(pf2+~2)+r130(~2+q2) +zfJ7$~+#3
Substituting the expressionsfor c,
expression, we tind that
A~,/2=A2(si5sj5+si4Sj4)
+zo(&2~l~jl

q,

+&.&(~‘f~+rI~Fpj:).
(39)

e from (23) to (25) and collecting all terms containing ~7 qT in this

[a/2+CP2,+g,2(~lo+T30)
+gl2~Pj2+gll

I

Mj3)

+g11T101+apj(a/2+~PZ,+g,11130+2g12rI10)
(40)

fg~p~(Si4~j4+Si5~j5).

The above equation gives the anomaliesfor all the SOE constants in a single formula. By giving integral values for the
indices i and j ranging from 1 to 6, we can obtain anomalies for the individual SOE constants. The existence of elastic
anomalies shows that the velocities of sound waves undergo a change during the phasetransition. In view of the complex
nature of AC$, the waves are attenuated in this region.
The following relations among the elastic anomalies can easily be verified:
AC&=A.Cyz=AG2,

(414

Aq3=AC&

(41b)

AC$$,=AC&.

(4lc)

The anomalies in the individual SOE constants are given by

A~~=--8r~~a2/~[--3bP2/2+(P2/3)(gl1+2g12)2(C~1+2C~2)-1+P/2+(2P2/3)(glI-glj?)2(C~1-C12)-1l
+ 81?&2Pa/P3,

(424

~~~=-~~~2~2/~[-~b~/~+~~/~~~g~~+2g~~~2~~,,+~~~~~-1+~/~+~~~/3~~g~~--8~~~2~~~~--,~~-1l
+8r&Pa/p,,

(42b)

A~~=--8r~~~g~z/~[--3b~/2+(~/3)(g~~+2g~~)2(C~~+2C~2)-*+P/2+(2~/3)(g~~-g~2)2(C~~--~,)-‘l
+8ar3g~MW%,
(42~)
A~~=-2r~g2,a2/P:[--~/2+(P2/3)(g~~+2g~2)2(C~~+2C,2)-1+P/2-((P2/3)(g~~-g,2)2(C~~--~z)-‘l

(42d)

We shall now define the relaxation time r for the system by the relation

7=[r3(a2~~~~~,~-*=[rl(a2F/dp2x~o~-*.
(43)
For simplicity, we assume that the relaxation time is
isotropic. Then Eqs. (27a) and (27b) become
PI=lYIgla(

l+iCh),

(27c)

P3=r3q3a(

l+i&),

Wd)

where qla and q3a are given by Eqs. (22a) and (22b),
respectively.
Now the relaxation time has a temperature dependence
given by Lemanov?
T=To/l T,--TI,

(44)

where 7. has a value of order 10-“-lO-lo SK. Under most
experimental conditions, the acoustic frequency is chosen
in the range log-lo9 Hz. Hence fir0 has a value of the
order of 1O-2-1O-3.
Substituting (27~) and (27d) in Eqs. (42a)-(42d), we
find that all the elastic anomalies have the form
AC$=Fij(Aij-iBijfIr)

(1 +ifir)-2,

(45)

where Fij, Aij, and Bij are constants that can easily be
determined from these equations (42a)-(42d). Further,
the real part of the constants is given by
R(A~j)=Fii[Ajj--272(Ajj+2Bij)](1+~212)-2.
(464

When T=T,, fir-+CO and it follows that R(AC$)
When 1T-T,1 =&,=lO-“,
we have Ck=l and
R(A~.)=--Fi/Bij/2.

-+ 0.
(46b)
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We further seethat the stationary point for the expression
on the right-hand side of (46) is reached for the value
fi2g= 1+2Aij/(Aij+2Bif)
and for this value,
R(ACs,)=-Fij(Ai~+2Bi~)2/8(Ai~+Bij).

(46~)

When ard0, R(Acj) = FijAi/. This is the asymptotic
value of the elastic anomalies in the low symmetry phase.
The temperature dependenceof the elastic anomalies
can now be easily understood. It follows that the elastic
constants ej = Cij + R( AC$) have a dip at the transition
temperature of order -Fij
(Ajj+2Bij)2/8(Aij+Bij).
Within a temperature range of the order 10-l K, the elastic constants reach their low symmetry value of

(46d)

CijfFi#ij*
C. Anomalies

in the TOE constants

The expressionfor F3 in the free energy contains cubic
terms in the order parameter and the strain variables. Let
us write
qjk=Cijk+AC$k,

(47)
1

F3=:

IX ~~k"lF'@lf=~ 5: Cijk$qrqf+@3 9
ijk

W

where

hF,=; uk
c ~~ji’l?‘l~T’~
,bpT3+2cP&(P$2+pz)

+g11(~yJ2+7$~2f~f~2)

w72*(pT2+e2’2)

+g12[~~~~2+P2~

+rlT(e2+~2)

(48)

+g44<TXqe+rlfqe+rl8eq)*

Substituting for e,

c,

1

and P$ from (23) to (25), we obtain

i C A~k~7~~f~f’~P~(

z aiqT)3+2CPdA2(

C azq?) (~~2+VT2) +g~~[A2(~~2~~z+~~2~II)

i

rjk

+ ( T a~??)~‘??]

i

+g12 A2(@2~f2+$2$2)
1

+

(

c a,$

‘tllf+llf)
1

1

+A2Cd+~?2h?

Tan?)
+A2rlfrlM
I.

(49

I
The third-order elastic anomalies can now be obtained
immediately by comparing the coefficients of the various
cubic terms in the left-hand and right-hand sides. We find
that

AG&=

- Cr,~~12pa~W33C2r3
+ (rdpd

c2=

(5lc)

(p3+4~3w3,

-~r,&~~/pI~33 w3gll

(504

ACT,,=AC*,,=AG&=ACT,,,

+(4~3Pagt~+p3g12)rl~p11~

AC”71 J&

(Sob)

= AG33&&,

A%3=A%3,

(5Oc)

ACT,,&,,=@Wgl,,

(50d)

AG-==C&,

(50e)

A%=@&

cm

AC&= AC&.

(5Og)

The actual expressionsfor the independent TOE constants
can be found to be
A@1;,/6= - 4{lY2&:,Pa/e)

( 1+2br3Pa/P3),

(514

C&/6 = - -#g&Pa)/Pf

-{12gllr2&~Pd&(l

+2br3Pa/P3),
(5lb)

J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 74, No. 2, 15 July 1993

.

(51e)

Substituting (27~) and (27d) in (Sla), we find that
AC& can be rewritten as
AC&= - 4~,P{1+2bP[q3(1+W7)1-‘)
X[da(l+iar)2]-1.

(5224

The presenceof the factor a=a’ ( T- T,) in the denominator might suggesta singularity of order 1T - T, ] -I, but
this singularity is in fact removed by the strong attenuation
through the factor ( 1+ iClr> 2 in the denominator. Now
R(A.CT,,)
= -(4g~2PQ~/q%‘n~,){(

hc&/2=

(51d)

l-nV>

(1+@72)--2

+2bP( 1-3fi27”) [q3(1+fi2rr)3]-‘).
B. Subramanyam and K. S. Viswanathan
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In the low symmetry regime, R ( AC”T,1) increasesinitially
within a temperature range ] T,- T I = 10B2 K, then falls
down to negative values, and finally reachesthe asymptotic
value of zero.

From (54a) it follows that

D. Anomalies

In the absenceof attenuation, FOE constants should suffer
a singularity of order ( T,- T I -2, but damping at the transition temperature removes this singularity. One can see
that R (ACT,,,) initially increaseswith decreasing temperature and thereafter decreasesasymptotically to zero.

in the FOE constants

Let us write
(53)

~jkl=cfjkI+A~jkP

It is then seen that

@i=$ &A~c,kFl?+l%l~

=z

a,a,agqr$+,$~~

V. ELASTIC ANOMALlES
PHASE

+ CA2($' + $2)aP&$
(54)

Comparing the coefhcients of the various terms on both
sides, we fkst arrive at the following relations between the
FOE anomalies:
(53d

~~~ll=Kz222=~CT~227
A~,l,

Ae333

Aq,33

Ae233

(5%)

-zT=-z-=ifzc=~’

(53c)

ACfi~=A~~~Z,
mL44

~=F=A.

AC*,

X [ar27$qi( 1+iQ7>4] -I.

4

(53d)

bl?$$2P%”
----yr,

(544

3

br;g&pa”

(54b)

Ac$j&4=6p,--.

3

F=k

c Ctj(V~+‘#I

jd

(VjO+rl/*> +i

c Cijk ...+.

[P$f

P,=f&l-f$

(564

$=Pj.dpJ1,

(56b)

P,=&l+P$

(56~)

where P$ , c, pZr are linear functions of the strain variables, given by Eqs. (28)-(30).
Substituting (56) in (l), we find that the expression
for the free energy becomes

(P,&+qYl+$

(Pfi+Py+

1e4+ (Pzo+q4+

mo+e~41

ijk

(P~+pjr>2u$u+e~21

+C[~z(P~+~)2+~2(P~+~)2+

+ (‘r130+7jf) (P~+Pyl+gl2C(~lO+?l~)
+- (7#Qo+~3*)[q24- (Pfi+Pyl

FOR THE ORTHORHOMBIC

As the crystal is cooled through 5 “C!, barium titanate
remains ferroelectric but its structure changesfrom tetragonal to orthorhombic until a temperature of -70 “C is
reached. Between 5 and -70 “C the polarization is along
the [Oil] direction. In this case, P,=O, P,,=P#O.
The stability conditions yield a second set of solutions,
which correspond to the orthorhombic structure of the
crystal. The equilibrium values of the strain variables as
well as the components of the order parameter have already been listed in Eqs. (13)-( 17) of Sec. II for this
phase.
Again, the fluctuations of the components of the order
parameter, as derived from the LK equations, have the
form

The actual expressionsfor the FOE anomalies are given by
AC;E,,,=%

(55)

[ (Pzo+Pg2+

+g&r]4rJ+rl$)

+a* E(rl,o+rlwz2+

(1120+&

Ro+fy2

mo+pjT>213+(rlzo+r72*) E2+ Ro+pT)“1

(P,+q)

(PzoSP3

+rl~(pzo+p;T)~+77~~(p~+~)3.

(57)

I

As before, we neglect the contributions to the zero
point energy, SOE, TOE, and FOE constants arising from
the third-order and fourth-order terms in the elastic deformation energy.
The zero point energy in this phase is given by

On substituting the values for the above parameters from
(13) to (17), we find that

Fo=
Fo=l

2 c~j~g~jo+a~~+~~~+c~+g~~~(820+930)
2 u
+g&m?*o+rl2o+rl3o)

+k%&mo-

(58)

Kap2( T2

Tcj2
*

(59)

Hence the specific heat is given by
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CpKd2( T,-- T).

(60)

The difference AC, in the specific heat betweenthe orthorhombic and tetragonal phasesis given by
AC*y=&( T,- T) (K--P/2).

AF2=;

(61)

A. SOE anomalies

in the orthorhombic

phase

We shall adopt the same procedure as in the previous
section and for the sake of brevity, give only the important
equations for evaluating the elastic anomalies. It can be
seen from (54) that the expressionfor AF, is given by

c Acjjrl:r]T
ij

-+CP2,+gl177u,+g12(rllo+q20)

=E(
ij

+~~121720
1

C
il

C.Yxz~,j?$$+

C 2gllPzo(cl,‘llr~~+a,~:rlf)
i/

+ C 2glzP*(a~mTrlP+a=i~rrli+a,~Trl~+a~i~TrlT>
ij

+ 5 (4CP2,+g44%o)ayP$??l~
+ C

g44PzO(Clymf~)74*+azi~Tr/4*+axirl~778+a,mrrl~).

fl

(62)

By writing ~7 = SiiqT, etc., we can obtain a single formula
for all the elastic anomaliesin terms of the Kronecker delta
functions. There are eight independent elastic anomalies.
Besides,there are several relations among them. They are
given by

A~,=4aY1a~aL1+2a,,1a,&&/C~-4C)Ka
-t-X2g12q4+g44ayl) ( --Ka)“.5,
A~3=4ay2a,,3aL~+

(63a)

+4(gsy3+g12cly2)

A@Fz==G=3,

(63~)

xKa+

AC*,=ACT,.

(63d)

AG=

ACT,,

(as+a;3)

(640

(g$lC~-4C>Ka

( --Ka)“.5,

(64g)

AC$=A&=AcS,,

x ( -Ku

(644
A~2=2(a~2+a~3)aL,+2a~2a~3Ka($~/C44-4C)
( -Ka)“.5,

)O.5,

(64h)

where

The expressionsfor the elastic anomalies are

+Q3~ay2+g~2ay3)

(2gllcly4-t.2812a~+g44)(cIy2+a~3)

+ ($a (sll-g12)2(c*l-c12)

-l,

(654

L,=~-2cK+(2~(g*1+2g*2)2(c~1+2c12)-1
(64b)
+ (-4K)

(sll-g12>2w,,--c~2)

--I.

(65b)

AC*,=4~HaL1+2a$(g&./C44-4C)Ka
+%44GLy4(--Ka)“.5,

(64~)

Aq5=2az5aL2+2gMax5( --Ku)‘.~,

(64d)

ACT,=2cr,~~L~(a~+ayd

+cLyl(cly2+cLy3) (g&/Cti-4C>

X --K~+2~llcl,l+gl2(a~~+a~2+CIy3)
1
x ( - Ka)‘,‘,
952
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(64e)

The temperature dependenceof these elastic constants can
be evaluated as in the previous case.

B. TOE anomalies

in the orthorhombic

phase

By collecting terms of order 3 of the form $Y$$, we
find that the expressionsfor the anomalies for the TOE
constants can be obtained from the following equation:
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;

2

A~e=-bPzo

( a~~~jcLyk4a,~~jjtc,k)?li*r1~719

3

+

2CPfi 2

+

(Cr,a,joryk

ayPyjazk

+

a,a,i%k

+

+eja=k

1 rl3l~S

ijk

-f-g11

-+ qf

2
ij

(a,~,Jr~+a~~U~Jr/2*+a=~,J?7:)?Ir?lj*+812{rl~(a~~~~J+az~~ZJ)

( ax&J

fay,ayj)

>@$

f&Q

z

(cx,a,ir/4*

+

aZ&j+

+q?(a@zJ+a@xJf)

+

ax6%j~s*

) @rl/*

(66)

’

I
From this, one can verify that

(aww

AG&,=AC’%,,

(674

AC&-5=AC&=0,

(6%)

AC&=AC0fjs.

(67~)

The expressionfor some of the principal TOE elastic
anomaliesare as follows:
A~~,/6=2bP,a~,+4CP~a~l+2g,2a~l,
A($22/6=bPda$+a;3)

(684

(68b)
(68~)

Ac5,= 8CP,a~,a~+2g++xx5a,+

(68d)

C. FOE anomalies in the orthorhombic

phase

The fourth-order elastic anomaliesare derivable from
the equation

xrl~q~rlff??T$.C(a~,u,ja,kcr,l+a~~~ja,~=~
%%j%@d

(69)

r7T'rlTrlPlf~

By giving individual valuesranging from 1 to 6 to i, j,
I%,Z,the various FOE constantscan be evaluated.

APPENDIX A

The stability conditions aF/aP;=O (i=x,y,z)
drli=O (i= l-6) can be explicitly written as.(aF/ap,) =aP,+bp3,+2CP,(++~>
f2g1zP,(rlz+r13)

wvay

+&12Py(?73+771)
=o,

~aF~a~l~~Cll~l+C12~r]2+r/3~+~~l~+~~2~~+~>

(A4)

=o,

~~F/dr12~=c11772+c12~~3+171~+gll~+g12~~+p2x~
C-45)

~~~~~r]3~“~11~3+c12~~1+~2~+~ll~+812~~+~~
=o

wm4)

(-46)

,

=~~13~+gdp~=o,

(A7)

kwa~7~) =c~~I~+~~P~=o,

(A81

(aF/a?16)=c44~6+&&&=0.

(A9)

When combined with (A7), (A8), and (A9), it can be
seenthat Eqs. (Al), (A2), and (A3) havefactors P,, P,,,
and P,, respectively.
It follows that Eq. (Al)-(A3)
have the following
types of solutions:
(1) Px=Py=Pz=O,
(2) P,=P*=O, Pifo,
(3) P,=O, P,=P#O,
(4) P,=P,=P#O.

Equations (4) and (5) representthe solution of Eqs.
(Al)-(A9)
for case (1). Equations (7)-(11) yield the
solution of case(2), while the solution of case(3) is given
by Eqs. (13)-(17). In writing Eq. (Al) to (A9) we have
neglectedthe third- and fourth-order terms in the deformation energyFela as they are of smaller order.

APPENDIX B

+&4b76py+r/5Pz)

(Al)

=aP’+bf$+2CP,(~+~>

(A3)

=o,

and aF/

+2g,,q$‘,

==O,

+&4b74Py+715Px)

=o,

AC&/6=2bPBa~+4CPfia$

+

+2g12PArl1+rl2)

+2CP~a,,gy3(cIy2+a,d

+811<22

+gl2aj3

=~Pz+b~+2cp,(p2,+~~ +2gl173pz

+2811772py

In this appendixwe give the equilibrium valuesof the
secondderivativesof F with respectto the nine parameters
for the tetragonal and orthorhombic phases.
A. Tetragonal

+&4(r7~z+rl6px)

(A21

phase

We have given in Eqs. (22a) and (22b) the valuesof
for i=x, y, and Z.

(a2F/@)
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It can be seenby direct differentiation and substitution
of the equilibrium values that the equilibrium values of the
other second-order derivatives of F are as follows:

ta2F/ap~p~)o=4cp2,+g44f740t

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

(a2F/aP&75)o= (a2F/aPa?6)o=&?%,

(Bl)

(a2F/dP&i)o=0

for i=1,2,3,

and 4,

(a2wa+37,),=(a2waqa~3)o=2g,2h
~a2~~aPZ,~o=~+2c~~+2g11~20+2g12~~30+~lo~,
u32)
(a2wap~172)o=2gllp~,
(a2F/a~)o=a+3bP2,+2g,,q30+2g,,(q,o+q20),
033)
@Fm~~,),=g,p,,
(a2wapxapy)o=
(a2wapgz),=(a2waqiwz),=o,
(B4)
(a2F/aP,,a7)5>o=
(a2F/aP,&6)o=o,
(c?F/dP&t)o=O
for i=1,2,3,4, and 6,
(aWaea77,),=
(aWaea~2)o=2g,2h
(B5)
(aWw~,),=g,p,,
@waea~3)o=2811p~zo,
(a2F/aP,Jq.)o=0
for i=1,2,3,5, and 6,
036)
mmw7,),=gd~,
(a2F/a&a?j5jo=
(a2F/a&aq6)o=o.
037)
@mpjh7,),=gdh
for i=4,5,

(a2F/LIP&i)o=0

and 6,

@wap~~,~,=(a2wam2),=2g,,p,,

(B9)
@lOI

(aWaw~3)o=2gllp~.
B. Orthorhombic

u38)

phase

For the orthorhombic phase, we have the following
expressions:
@F/dP&=a[

l-4CK+~K(g,,+2gd2(C,,+2C,d-*

-(4/3)K(g,,-g,2)2(C,,-C,2)-11,

(B11)

(a2wa$,= (a2wa&,

(a2wapgu-go=
(a2wap,pz),=o,

(Bl5)
0316)
0317)
u318)
(Bl9)
(B20)
0321)
S322)
(~23)
(~24)
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